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Abstract

Scaling Cloud Analyses

Cloud computing offers a paradigm shift for data-heavy seismic analysis by
bringing computation to data rather than data to computation. Southern
California is the ideal testing ground for cloud-native analyses, as the entire
archive of waveform data from the Southern California Earthquake Data Center
going back to 2000 (~100TB) is now hosted as a freely-hosted Open Data Set
on Amazon Web Services (AWS). Data is hosted in day-long miniSEED files in
the “scedc-pds” Simple Storage Service (S3) bucket in the us-west-2 region.

We use AWS Elastic Kubernetes Service to create autoscaling clusters in AWS:
Kubernetes: manages clusters of Amazon EC2 compute instances
Docker: automates the deployment of code on the EC2 instances

Here, we present insights from processing data from Southern California
Earthquake Data Center on AWS. We highlight using a mix of AWS services:
including S3 for storage, Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) for compute, Athena for
serverless data queries, and Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) for autoscaling
containerized compute. Using these services, we achieve download (transfer
from S3 storage to EC2) speeds of up to 2 GB/s per EC2 instance. We
introduce the SCEDC.jl API for interacting with SCEDC data on AWS in Julia.
We present initial observations from cross-correlating data from the CI network
using SeisNoise.jl, a Julia package for ambient noise cross-correlation.

What is the AWS SCED dataset?

Where is the dataset?
The dataset is stored in the us-west-2 region in the scedc-pds bucket on S3.

EC2
S3: Storage

EC2: Compute

While you could download data to your local machine from S3, we recommend
using AWS Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances to process SCEDC data in the
cloud. Check out this video for getting started on AWS + EC2 with Julia.

How to access the dataset?
We recommend using the SCEDC.jl API for downloading/streaming miniSEED
data from the SCEDC AWS dataset using the Julia language. SCEDC.jl uses
the recently released SeisIO.jl package for seismic file I/O [Jones et a.l, 2020].

Figure 2: Kubernetes deploys docker containers on AWS. Each
docker container has code to process a small part of the SCEDC
dataset. Here, we use SeisNoise.jl to compute autocorrelations.

Groundwater Monitoring with dv/v
We use SeisNoise.jl [Clements and Denolle, 2020] to compute daily
autocorrelations for every station in the SCEDC dataset. We then compute the
relative change in seismic velocity, dv/v, for each station in the dataset to look at
the influence of groundwater loss in Southern California since 2000.

SCEDC.jl Data Transfer
Using SCEDC.jl + Julia we are able to stream data from S3 to EC2 at up to
Figure 1: 792 stations (triangles) with data currently on AWS with
continuous data going back to 1999 and waveform data to 1977.

700+ stations archived on AWS!
Continuous data: 1999 - Present
Waveform data: 1977 - Present

2 GB/s or 7.2 TB/hour
per EC2 instance. This is about 1000x faster than current download clients.
Using 20 instances, we could move the entire data set in 40 minutes!

Figure 2: dv/v and cumulative annual precipitation at station CI.LJR
(north of LA) in the 1-2 Hz frequency band.
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